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SHEAF/Espiga Highlights for 2021
Nicaragua, “the beautiful flower” is living difficult, tense days.
Nicaragua has been dealing as most countries with the 2nd year of Covid 19. While estimates of those who have contracted Covid
and of those whom it has killed vary greatly, all recognize that a new wave of the virus has arrived. Most cases occur in the bigger
cities, in the densely populated areas where people live in precarious housing. We personally experienced a loss of someone we
knew well. The owner of a boarding house, in the Batahola community, where we stay, died of COVID. His wife, whose breakfasts,
dinners and company we have enjoyed over the years, was understandably devastated by the loss. We have tried to comfort her
from a distance. An inoculation program has begun throughout the country, those 30 years and older are beginning to receive their
first shots. The first shipment of vaccines, offered through the Pan American Health organization arrived in March. Too late for our
friend in Batahola.
The other source of tension in the country are national elections, scheduled for November 7. Recognized candidates include the
current president, Daniel Ortega and his wife (who serves as Vice-President) and parties which oppose him nominally. Ortega has
occupied the office from 1979-1990 and from 2007 to the present. Nicaraguans take their politics very seriously, and for good
reason. Much blood has been spilled over many years. Over the years, SHEAF has carefully avoided political involvement of any kind.
As if COVID issues and political issues were not enough, Nicaragua was hit with 2 hurricanes, toward the end of 2020. We did
provide relief for hurricane and COVID issues as indicated below.
In spite of these tensions and natural disasters, SHEAF/ESPIGA’s work in Nicaragua has continued. One of our Board Members was
adventurous (or foolhardy) enough to spend a few months in Nicaragua in early 2021. He, with our part-time staff person, was able
to visit the projects on the Pacific side of Nicaragua.

Hurricane Relief in Siksayari
Two hurricanes within a month decimated the rice fields in the
community of Siksayari on the east coast. SHEAF/ESPIGA
provided funds to repurchase rice for planting and for immediate
consumption.
A one way journey from Siksayari to the nearest town with
enough rice, consists of a day by motorized dugout canoe and one
day by truck.
The picture shows men lugging rice from the dugout canoes up the
hill to the families in the community.

COVID Help and Hurricane Relief in Masaya
The Institution for Human Promotion (INPHRU) provided COVID
supplies, masks and sanitizers, to families who lost their livelihood
during the socio-political crisis of 2018-2019 from funds given by
SHEAF/ESPIGA.
In addition, emergency food and water were needed after the
hurricanes struck. A woman is shown with a cask of water.
Families were also given craft supplies from which they could create
saleable items to provide economic relief.
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Ongoing Projects
Agricultural Projects
The Macadamia Project in San Ramon, of the Union de Cooperativas Agroprecuarias (UCA), has
bought a machine which will crack the tough inner shell of a macadamia nut. Finally , the farmers have
a system by which they can crack the inner shell without damaging the nut itself. It is manual but
labour is plentiful in Nicaragua. The processing of Macadamia nuts will be made much easier with this
device.
The Agroforestry Project in Siksayari, which was funded by Gay Lea, a Dairy
Cooperative in Ontario, has completed its first year. Ten families were given banana
plants, avocado, cocoa and bean seeds to plant on 1.2 acres each. The cocoa plants
will be interspersed among the banana and avocado plants which will provide shade
for the cocoa in the future. The first year of this project is complete. The photo
shows the project participants. They are preparing to plant the cocoa seeds in soil
filled bags. Once the cocoa plants are an optimal size, the robust ones are selected
and transplanted into the participants’ respective plots.

Health Projects: Clinics
Both the clinics in Managua and Siksayari stayed open with the
appropriate precautions. Patients were seen with protocols in place in
both clinics.
The medicine for Siksayari was purchased in Managua and transported to
Siksayari via a cleric who travels to Managua about 4 times a year. He is
seen here with SHEAF colleagues with the medicines.

Educational Projects
Post Secondary students are back in school. They are pictured here with members of the local
selection committee and 2 delegates from SHEAF. There were slightly fewer than in other
years because some have chosen to delay going back to school.
Our rural scholarship students in San Ramon are back in school as are the students who attend
the School for the Deaf in Managua.
The Batahola Cultural Centre has welcomed back its students to its Arts program.

How We Spent Your Donations
Last fiscal year, our total income was $64,540 which included a
$4,900 grant from Gay Lea.
The support we received this year really overwhelmed us.
Especially since we realize this was a very difficult year for most of
you. Thank you.

